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Only 2 lots remaining
There are only 2 lots remaining in this luxury, custom development.

Don’t miss your opportunity. Call to book an appointment and discuss your next steps.
905-689-3204











An architecturally inspired development.


The Greystones development is a unique opportunity for discerning clients to enjoy the benefits of pairing a premier homebuilder, Thomas Cochren Homes, and renowned architectural firm, Williams Residential Design.
















The Development


The Greystones development will encompass only 14 homes on generous, cul-de-sac lots. Inspired by the existing original estate home on the site, The Greystones will aspire to preserve the serene country atmosphere by tailoring each of the homes to its individual lot.
This design concept maximizes the harmony of the neighbourhood to its surroundings and ensures that no two homes will be exactly alike. The charm of the timeless design, an interesting streetscape and complimentary neighbours will make this development a top destination in Greensville.
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The Features


Quality and craftsmanship are the cornerstones of this development. From the very land on which each of the custom homes will be built to the personal, final finishing touches. There are no other home building sites like The Greystones – they are truly one of a kind. A pristine country atmosphere enhanced by an exclusive 14-home enclave on spacious cul-de-sac lots all greater than one acre – you simply won’t find anything comparable.




Each home will be individually planned, but one constant runs through; the highest level of craftsmanship, premium building materials, skilled labour and custom design to create lasting value in your Greystones home. As our goal is to create the most personal space, we work with our clients’ interior designers to find the perfect finishing touches; whether that is importing the perfect bathtub or milling custom woodwork, we ensure our clients move into their dream home.
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The Builder/Developer


THOMAS COCHREN HOMES has been building award winning custom homes for over 25 years. Their experience has enabled them to forge relationships with the top masters of craft, putting quality as top priority. For The Greystones development, two highly respected companies have come together with a common goal of excellence.
Linda Dunbar currently heads Developments By Dunbar bringing over 40 years of quality service, integrity and high standards to the building industry. Linda has a vision to create homes in a beautiful rural setting and collaborate with a custom builder that has an equal dedication and passion.
Bringing together their technical and creative expertise, Thomas and Linda are excited to present The Greystones, where each home will be custom designed and built with the foremost goal of customer satisfaction.







The Community


Nestled atop the Niagara Escarpment, Greensville is an extension of the small town of Dundas. A well-preserved downtown core of Victorian charm boasts over 100 boutiques, restaurants, shops and services. Dundas hosts festivals and celebrations, while artists, artisans and musicians of all kinds lend a cultural appeal.
Away from downtown, the Dundas area is surrounded by beautifully preserved greenspaces. The Bruce Trail, Rail Trail and several conservation areas provide a peaceful setting for hiking and biking, while the close proximity of many golf courses and clubs provide recreation of every kind. And while Dundas itself can provide all this, it is situated on the cusp of the Golden Horseshoe, leaving its residents free to enjoy all Southern Ontario has to offer.
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The Architecture


John Williams of WILLIAMS RESIDENTIAL DESIGN is a renowned designer who has been creating superior homes for over 37 years.
With a mandate to “create distinctive and unique homes that respond to our clients’ goals in meaningful ways” it is no surprise that his work has been featured in many magazines, including Archiectural Digest, Colonial Homes, Traditional Homes and Trends.
The modern romantic spin that he puts on the this style of development blends perfectly with The Greystones atmosphere, and is the perfect backdrop for the quality workmanship that is the Thomas Cochren Homes signature.
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Contact the Agent


George Niblock


Sales Representative
Royal LePage Real Estate Services Ltd. Brokerage
Phone: 905-845-4267
Email: george@georgeniblock.com


Contact George to discuss your opportunity to invest in The Greystones.






Contact the Builder


Thomas Cochren Homes


Phone: 905-689-3204 | Fax: 905-689-3800
Email: info@thomascochrenhomes.com

Thomas Cochren| President
Vic Pongetti | Project Manager
Nancy Cochren | Project Manager




Register


Register for more information about The Greystones development.
Our sales team will be in touch to discuss how you can secure your dream home today.





REGISTER NOW
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